One day in the future, the nation of Israel, will be the host nation for the World Center of God. There are over 4,200 gods in the world today but the One True God will build His Kingdom on earth on the soil of Temple Mount in Jerusalem, Israel, where the nations of the world will “come up to Zion” and make their pilgrimage to the “throne of the Lord in Jerusalem” (Jeremiah 3:17). It will be a new era of faith in the God of Abraham, Isaac and Jacob. An era of multitudes of people from the nations coming to Jerusalem to worship the King who will be ruling on His Father’s Throne. It will be the end of exclusive “religions” who believe they are the only ones with the truth and the beginning of inclusion...the inclusion of all people who bow the knee and worship Israel’s God, for there truly is no other Creator, nor True God, but Jehovah.

This does not mean everyone will come together, as in ecumenicalism, with their own gods in their heart, but their heart will be changed and a revelation of who the God of Israel is, will have come to everyone who worships Him. The Torah (the Jewish Scriptures) will flow out of Zion through different modes of communication around the world. The main goal is that the Name of the Lord must cover the earth, as the water covers the sea beds. (Habakkuk 2:14). The most important thing everyone can do now, is to know God’s Word, the Bible. Every person must be discerning so as not to fall into deception. That will not happen, if we know God’s Word in our hearts, which will require discipline and prayer daily.

Miracles of Biblical proportions are taking place now, with Bible prophecy being fulfilled
at a rapid rate. Are they coincidences...or miracles? Unthinkable events, such as the return of the lost tribes of Israel after 2,700 years of exile, are momentous, and there is much more to come. Before the lost tribes came home, were those from distant land, who packed their suitcases, and walked home to Israel.

Jerusalem is the place to watch. It will be the city where the words of the bestselling book on earth, the Bible, will be on everyone’s lips and hearts as they praise the God of Heaven, and Earth...the same God as Abraham, Isaac and Jacob worshipped. Jerusalem will never again be looked upon, and termed, a God forsaken outpost, but a God blessed capital city of the world.

Thank God for airplanes, super highways, and new airports in Israel who will welcome the many visitors coming to worship Israel’s God, only to return to their countries to tell of what they have seen and experienced spreading the word even further across the planet...until every knee bows. The backs of false gods will be broken to where they no longer can stand in the hearts of many people caught up in false religions. It will be a time when every question is answered by teachers of God, or by turning to “the book of books.” Israel is the key to world redemption. It will be a time when all obstacles, and barriers between people and ethnic groups are taken away. “It has been said that 26,250 IDF soldiers paid with their lives for the nation of Israel...one day in Auschwitz took more but there have been so many miracles.” (Rabbi Yehuda Glick). God has lifted Israel up and carried the people to their rightful place and this took a huge miracle which only God could perform. Keep watch for this page to bring the latest news...and most strategic points for prayer. Feel free to send our prayer alerts to others who pray for Israel and seek the welfare of the Jewish people.

As someone once said, “Israel is God’s Key to World Redemption.” All nations and people will ascend the Holy Mountain of God, in Jerusalem. With world events shaping up and Bible prophecy taking place every day, every minister of God needs to be teaching about Israel and Prophecy. The Bibles says they need to be giving the people “Meat in Due Season” (Matthew 24:45). More on this in our next teaching class.
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